SMARTSERIES® PLUS

IDEAL SPACES
- Offices/Conference Rooms
- School Hallways
- Churches
- Transportation Terminals
- Stairwells
- Entrance Ways
- Vestibules
- Lobbies
- Mechanical Rooms

COLOR
- White

DIMENSIONS
- 6-1/32"W x 4-58"H

TEMP RANGE
- 50°– 100°F

The new SmartSeries Plus is the first digital touchscreen control capable of running a fully programmable internal schedule as well as having the capability to connect to a BACnet Building Management System.

Intelligent Controls for Intelligent Buildings
- This control comes ready to connect to your Building Management System using BACnet MS/TP protocol. With just a few button presses on the digital touchscreen and simple 2 wire connection, you will have full control over your electric heater in no time!

Reduced Operations & Maintenance Time
- Use of BMS saves facility manager time and personnel cost by eliminating the need to travel to the heater site and inspect and diagnose root cause.
- Contains 2 scheduling modes: Setpoint Mode (Heating Mode) and Dual Setpoint Mode (Heating & Cooling, Fan Only). Run the heater only when directed by the internal schedule of the BMS!

Control at your Fingertips
- No BMS? No Problem! You can still get heat when and where you need it by using the built in 7 day programmable scheduling feature.
- Occupancy Settings: Quickly Schedule multiple periods per day, at your desired temperature, for operation based on when you expect occupants to use your space. Comes with ‘Copy’ function for quick settings of known repeat occupancy periods.

Other Features
- Lockable Key Pad – Protects the unit from unauthorized access and/or tampering giving you peace of mind the heater is running the way you want it to.
- Temperature Override – Control your comfort even further by allowing users to set a temperature above programmed setpoints for up to 4 hours in an unoccupied state.